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Abstract—We report an ongoing study on statistical characteristics of texts written in different genres. At this stage, we compared Lithuanian and English texts of different genres. We used 16 indices which describe frequency structure of text as well as measure vocabulary richness. Initial study showed significant differences of indices calculated for genre pairs of the same language. Analysis of indices showed that the correlation between the various indices is high.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We report an ongoing study on statistical characteristics of texts written in different genres. It has been suggested that genres resonate with people because they provide familiarity and the shorthand of communication [20], [19], [2]. Also, genres tend to shift hand-in-hand with public opinion and reflect widespread culture of certain period(s) [9], [10]. From NLP perspective, genres come in use in text classification (e.g. [5]) and categorization (e.g. [16]), natural language generation (e.g. [18], [8]), etc.

At this stage, we present preliminary statistical analysis of Lithuanian and English texts of different genres (or super-genres, to be more accurate [17]; however, for the sake of simplicity, "genre" was used). As the main point of interest was frequency structure of text taking genre aspect into consideration, we used 16 indices proposed by [11], [12], [13] and implemented in QUITA - Quantitative Index Text Analyzer [7].

II. MATERIALS & METHODS

We used part of Corpus of the Contemporary Lithuanian Language [14] (~1.5 million words) and Freiburg-LOB Corpus of British English (F-LOB) (~1 million words) [4] for our initial experiment. The composition of Lithuanian material is the following: Fiction (17%), Documents (21%), Scientific (21%) and Periodicals (31%). English material consists of Fiction (25%), General Prose (42%), Learned (16%) and Press (18%). Lithuanian genre category Scientific corresponds to English category Learned, while Lithuanian Periodicals corresponds to English category Press.

For our experiment in characterizing genres, we applied the following 16 indices (see [7] for explanations omitted here for brevity): 1) Type-Token Ratio (TTR), 2) h-Point, 3) Entropy, 4) Average Tokens Length (ATL), 5) R1, 6) Repeat Rate (RR), 7) Relative Repeat Rate of McIntosh (RRmc), 8) Λ (Lambda), 9) Adjusted Modulus (AM), 10) Gini’s coefficient (G), 11) R4, 12) Hapax Legomena Percentage (HP), 13) Curve Length (L), 14) Writers View (WV), 15) Curve Length Indicator (R), 16) Token Length Frequency Spectrum (TLFS).

Summary of calculated indices in terms of genres was tested with asymptotic u-test [3]. Also, assuming that different indices measure different things, we performed a hierarchical cluster analysis of the individual indices. This showed which indicators calculate similar things and provided another check of individual measures in terms of their robustness when taking genres in consideration.

III. RESULTS

Results of significance test (asymptotic u-test) of calculated indices in terms of genres are provided in Table 1. The suffix "_LT" indicates Lithuanian part of experimental material, while suffix "_EN" indicates English part of experimental data. Of the indices studied, most of them achieved significance on at least some conditions. For Lithuanian part 3 indices (TTR, HP and R) were significant under all test conditions. There were no indices that did not achieved significance at any conditions. For English part only 1 indicator (ATL) was significant under all test conditions. Meanwhile, 2 indices (Lambda and HP) did not achieved significance at any conditions.

Results of hierarchical cluster analysis are provided in Figures 1 & 2. First we used Pearson’s $\chi^2$ to calculate correlation between indices. Cluster analysis set up consisted of Euclidean distance and "average" method of linkage. We note that the correlation between the various indices is high. Thus it appears that they measure similar things. The exceptions are small cluster of 3 measures (RR, G and WV) for Lithuanian part, which are outliers. However, English part does not have such notable outliers.
there are 2 main clusters that have 8 indices in them each.

**TABLE I RESULTS OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST: GENRE PAIRS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First variable</th>
<th>Second variable</th>
<th>Significant differences in indexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific_texts_LT</td>
<td>Documents_LT</td>
<td>TTR, h-Point, Entropy, R, RR, Lambda, AM, G, R4, HP, L, WV, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific_texts_LT</td>
<td>Fiction_LT</td>
<td>TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, Lambda, G, R4, HP, L, WV, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific_texts_LT</td>
<td>Periodicals_LT</td>
<td>TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, R4, Lambda, G, R4, HP, L, R, TLFS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents_LT</td>
<td>Fiction_LT</td>
<td>TTR, h-Point, ATL, Lambda, AM, G, R4, HP, R, TLFS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents_LT</td>
<td>Periodicals_LT</td>
<td>TTR, Entropy, ATL, R1, Lambda, AM, G, R4, HP, R, WV, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiction_LT</td>
<td>Periodicals_LT</td>
<td>TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, R4, Lambda, AM, HP, L, WV, TLFS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press_EN</td>
<td>Learned_EN</td>
<td>h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, L, WV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press_EN</td>
<td>Fiction_EN</td>
<td>Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, L, WV, TLFS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press_EN</td>
<td>General_prose_EN</td>
<td>ATL, RR, RRmc, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned_EN</td>
<td>Fiction_EN</td>
<td>ATL, RR, RRmc, WV, R, TLFS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned_EN</td>
<td>General_prose_EN</td>
<td>TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, R1, AM, G, R4, L, WV, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiction_EN</td>
<td>General_prose_EN</td>
<td>Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, L, WV, R, TLFS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS**

We presented an ongoing work on characteristics of texts written in different genres for English and Lithuanian. Features used for this study seemed promising for characterization of genres as there were significant differences for genre pairs in terms of calculated indices, however, for more substantial conclusions additional research is necessary. Thus we plan to extend this work to larger text collections as well as additional genres. We also plan to examine other languages to see whether similar effects found in this study would persist.
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